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Fierce competition means you need an edge. Today, progressive architecture, construction and engineering firms are
winning with instant access to Nearmap’s high resolution aerial imagery. If you need better proposals, eﬀicient planning
and clear site inspections, we have the answer.

Plan – Plan Early with Precise
Aerial PhotoMaps™

HIGH-RESOLUTION,
TIMELY IMAGERY WITH

There’s no longer any reason to settle for outdated, low quality aerial
imagery. Nearmap is revolutionizing how architecture, construction and
engineering firms assess and conduct site planning. Nearmap covers all
major US metro areas providing you with current imagery published within
days of capture – not months. Now all of your planning can be done using
our 100% cloud-based delivery providing precise visual imagery, measurement tools and changes over time.
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Inspect – Clear Site Inspections Without
the Added Expense
With better resolution than satellite imagery, your organization has the ability
to access worksites more clearly than ever before without sending employees
on site. Nearmap provides immediate identification of ground conditions,
vehicle accessibility, infrastructure and on-site hazards – all from your desktop
or mobile device. The critical details you need for fine grained inspection are
easily accessible through search, pan and zoom.

Monitor – Monitor Worksite Progress
from Anywhere
Put time on your side with Nearmap. Project managers can monitor worksites
and construction progress remotely using Nearmap’s up to date imagery. Our
MapBrowser™ has built-in virtual measurement tools for line, area, and radius
measurement. You can also export imagery to build stunning presentations.
Today, managers are using Nearmap’s historical imagery and SplitView tool to
review progress by simply changing the survey dates.
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INCREMENTAL
IT COST

Instant access to US metro
coverage areas
Eﬀicient planning and site
inspections
Bid jobs faster, save time,
scale your business
Accurate PhotoMaps™ allow
for detailed measurements
anywhere

“Before we used Nearmap,
we struggled with outdated
imagery that frankly missed
the details. With Nearmap,
we’ve reinvented the way we
do business and it’s making
all the diﬀerence”
– CEO –
US Engineering Firm

Current. Clear. Change.
Today, architecture, engineering and construction firms are using Nearmap on a daily basis. Nearmap is
transforming the way these organizations approach almost every aspect of their business including
assessments, planning, inspections and resource utilization. With MapBrowser™ and complete major
metropolitan area coverage, PhotoMaps™ provide the fine grained detail you need to identify ground
conditions, road and path access points, infrastructure, physical and government boundaries.

Amazing High
Resolution

Imagery Updated
Regularly

Powerful
Integration

Our imagery is better than 2.8”
GSD—much clearer than satellite
imagery—giving you unrivaled clarity,
precision and detail.

We regularly update imagery within
days of capture. See changes over
time by comparing current and
historical imagery.

Combine Nearmap’s spectacular
imagery with powerful analytics
using our simple and seamless
integration with GIS and
CAD tools.
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Easily access our current imagery
using MapBrowser™

%

CLOUD-BASED

Instant access
from your desktop
or mobile device.

With Nearmap, users easily access our current imagery using
MapBrowser™ or continue to use their existing GIS and CAD programs
with our updated visual layer. No IT involvement is needed to combine
tools and data layers allowing designers to create visual models and
presentations in spectacular detail. With very simple setup, Nearmap
imagery can be integrated as a service or as static geo-referenced files.

See your world from a new perspective.

Get a demo today.
nearmap.com

1-844-4nearmap

